Make your own bear process with Me and My Teddy Plus™

- Choose the animals that you like best from our great assortment

- Stuff it the way you like with our soft and fluffy stuffing material. Open the Velcro closure at the back of your teddy, pull out the pouch. Till it flashes with the teddy bear fabric. Take small amounts of stuffing and begin the stuffing process.

- Stuffing material should be inserted to the stomach area first and pushed down to the legs first, and then up to the arms and neck. Complete the stuffing by adding more to the stomach area with the desired amount.

- Make sure not to initially overstuff the stomach area as it will be difficult to stuff the arms and legs through the joints.

- Wish upon a star with a wishing star. Once all the stuffing is complete you can now insert the wishing star into the teddy’s pouch, close your eyes and make a wish.

- Tie down the string and cut off any excess. Push the pouch inwards. Remove Velcro protector if present and close Velcro. Press a little firmly to assure Velcro seal.

- T-shirt to dress up your new friend can be painted on, glued on or drawn on. Use your imagination.

- You can also chose an outfit from our great boutique collection. All outfits fit 15-17” teddies.

- You can also choose from our accessories of shoes, caps, bandanas and much more.